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Abstract 

Two recent, papers, (Ggrdenfors 1990; Doyle 1992), 
try to assess the relative merits of the two main ap- 
proaches to belief revision, the foundations and co- 
herence theories, but leave open the question of the 
mathematical connections between them. We answer 
this question by showing that the foundations and co- 
herence theories of belief revision are mathematically 
equivalent. The result also has consequences for non- 
monotonic reasoning, as it, entails that Poole’s system 
of default, reasoning and Shoham’s preferential logic 
are expressively equivalent, in that they can represent 
the same set of non monotonic consequence relations. 

Introduction 
Two major approaches to belief revision can be dis- 
tinguished, according to the role assigned in the belief 
revision process to the agent’s reasons for holding his 
or her beliefs. In the foundations theory of belief revi- 
sion, the agent’s belie% are seen as having a structure 
beyond the purely logical relations among them. In 
particular, certain beliefs are justified by some other 
beliefs, which in turn might be justified by still other 
beliefs, etc., with a distinguished set of “basic” or “self- 
justified” beliefs providing the foundation for the whole 
edifice. When the agent’s beliefs are to be revised, 
some of these basic beliefs might have to be retracted; 
as a result some other beliefs will become unjustified, 
and according to the foundations approach they should 
be retracted as well. In contrast, in the coherence the- 
ory of revision the goal is only to maintain the overall 
consistency of the agent’s beliefs, while retracting as 
few beliefs as possible during revision. In the basic ap- 
proach, all beliefs are in principle accorded the same 
status, and the agent will keep a belief whenever he 
or she can consistently do so, even when the original 
reasons for holding that belief are retracted. 

Two recent papers, (Ggrdenfors 1990; Doyle 1992), 
try to assess the relative merits of each approach. Rec- 
ognizing that the question is unlikely to be solved by 
informal arguments, both authors consider the ques- 
tion of the mathematical connections between the ap- 
proaches. Specifically, Ggrdenfors tries to show that in 

many cases the notion of a “reason for belief,” which 
seems to be fundamental to the foundational approach, 
can be “reconstructed” from a coherentist point of 
view, specifically using the notion of “epistemic en- 
trenchment ,” GBrdenfors’ preferred way to conceptu- 
alize the coherence approach. The proposal is only 
suggestive, as Gkrdenfors admits it is formally flawed. 
Doyle expands on the flaws of this proposal, and sug- 
gests that it should be possible to encode coherence 
revision operators in a foundational framework. 

Thus, the question of the mathematical connections 
between both approaches remains open. We answer 
this question in this paper, by showing that the foun- 
dations theory is equivalent to the coherence theory. 
Answering this question of course requires to be more 
precise about the formal definition of both approaches. 
Whereas we will, with Doyle and Ggrdenfors, take 
AGM-like revision as our model of coherentist revi- 
sion, we depart from both of them in our choice of a 
formal model for the foundations theory. In particu- 
lar, we follow Nebel (1991) in that the notion of “rea- 
sons for beliefs” will play no explicit formal role in our 
definition of the foundational approach, where we will 
depart only slightly from the “syntax-based approach” 
advocated by this and other authors. 

In the next two sections, we present the formal model 
we use for the coherence and foundations theory, re- 
spectively. We then present the main technical re- 
sults of the paper, and finish by discussing the im- 
plications of these results on the expressiveness of two 
non-monotonic frameworks. 

In the rest of the paper, we assume a propositional 
language L obtained by closing a finite set of symbols 
P under the usual boolean connectives. W is the set 
of all interpretations of L. Mod($), for any $ E L, de- 
notes the set of models of $. I- stands for propositional 
consequence, and for any C c &, Cn( C) is { cp 1 C I- ‘p} 
the logical closure of C. A preorder is a reflexive and 
transitive relation. For any preorder 5 and any sub- 
domain S of 5, Min(S, 5) denotes the set of minimal 
elements of S under 5. 

Finally, the following notation will be useful. Let 

C~l~={I’CCII’l+~ and VOGC, if I’CO then 0 I- cl) 
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be the set of maximal subsets of C that do not entail 1-1. 
The set C v ~1 can also be filtered by incorporating a 
“preference preorder” 5 over subsets of C, whose strict 
part is written 4, defining 
CJ~={I’~C(I’l+~ and VOCC, if 0 I’ I’ then 0 I- cl}. 
We require 5 to extend set containment, i.e. to satisfy 
0 + l? whenever I’ c 0. 

The coherence theory 
The main formal representative of the coherence the- 
ory of belief revision is the theory developed in (Al- 
chourron, Gardenfors, Jz Makinson 1985; Gardenfors 
1988). The AGM approach to revision has become 
identified to a great extent with its normative side: the 
authors put forward a set of “postulates” that, they 
claim, any “rational” revision operator should satisfy. 
For readability, and since we are considering only the 
finitary propositional case, we follow the presentation 
of (Katsuno & Mendelzon 1991). Using o to denote a 
revision operator, the postulates are: 

(Rl) $J 0 1-1 implies p. 
(R2) If +!J A ,Q is satisfiable then $J o 1-1 is equivalent to 
ww 

(R3) If p is satisfiable then $J o p is also satisfiable. 
(R4) If k +i - $2 and b ~1 E ~2 then $1 o ,LL~ is 
equivalent to $2 0 ~2. 

(R5) (@ 0 cl) A 4 implies $0 (p A 4). 
(W If WPM\ is satisfiable then $J o (p A 4) implies 

6-b O l-4 A 4. 
We will also consider the following two postulates, 

from (Katsuno & Mendelzon 1991)’ as a weaker alter- 
native to (R6): 

(R7) If $J 0 ~1 implies ~2 and + o ~2 implies ~1 then 
$ 0 ~1 is equivalent to $0 ~2. 

(JW ($J 0 ~1) A (ti 0 1-42) implies $0 (~1 V 1-42). 
Definition 1 A coherence revision operator is any op- 
erator o satisfying postulates (RI)-(R5), (R7), and 
(RS). An AGM operator is a coherence operator which 
in addition satisfies (RS). 

Coherence revision operators can be characterized 
by the following representation theorem, due to (Kat- 
suno & Mendelzon 1991). A revision assignment is a 
function that assigns to each formula $J a binary re- 
lation I+ over W, the set of all interpretations of L. 
The revision assignment is said to be faithful ifE 

1. Min(W, $) = Mod($) for any satisfiable $; and 
2. <+=I4 whenever b $J 3 4. 
Theorem 1 A revision operator o satisfies conditions 
(W-(W, (R7) and (R8) (respectively, (Rl)-(R6)) 
iff there exists a faithful revision assignment that maps 
each formula q!~ to a partial (respectively total) preorder 
111, such that: 

Mod(tj 0 p) = Min(Mod(p), I+,> 

Why should these postulates be regarded as char- 
acterizing a coherence theory of belief revision? The 
main reason has to do, in our view, with the first rep- 
resentation theorem used to characterize operators sat- 
isfying them, which is different from the one just given. 
According to the coherence theory, as said, the main 
criterion in deciding whether to preserve certain beliefs 
in the face of revision is whether they can be consis- 
tently held after the new information is incorporated, 
in which case they should be preserved. Thus, a nat- 
ural way to capture this idea is to view revision as a 
two step process. In the first step, the agent checks 
whether the new information is consistent with his or 
her beliefs, and, if this is not the case, withdraws as few 
beliefs as possible so as to restore consistency; in the 
second step, the beliefs kept in the previous stage are 
conjoined with the new information. (The two steps 
correspond, respectively, to the AGM operations of 
contraction and expansion.) As we will see, this is 
very similar to the approach taken by the foundations 
theory of revision, with the only difference that the lat- 
ter considers only a distinguished set of basic beliefs. 
In the coherence theory, in contrast, all beliefs are, at 
least in principle, accorded the same status. 

Formally, the idea of removing as few beliefs as pos- 
sible in the first step can be captured in terms of the 
$ notation introduced in the first section. Suppose 
the agent’s beliefs are (finitely) represented by some 
sentence $, to be revised with some new information 
1-1. Under most, though by not means all, formal con- 
ceptions of belief, the agent will also believe in any 
logical consequence of $J, and thus the agent’s beliefs 
are given by Cn($). Because the coherence theory 
accords all beliefs, in principle, the same status, all 
beliefs must be considered in minimizing retracted be- 
liefs. This means that the first step in revision should 
be captured in terms of the set Cn($) g 1~. If this 
set is a singleton, say {I’), the second step can be cap- 
tured by defining the result of revising $J with p to 
be &(I’ U {cl}). Otherwise, there is some choice as 
to what to do, e.g. choosing one, some, or all the el- 
ements of Cn($) & 1,~ Abstracting away from the 
details, we can simply assume that there is a selec- 
tion function S+ : P(Cn($)) -+ P(Cn($)), satisfying 
0 c S+ (Q) C Xl?, and define revision by: 

The selection function can be seen as expressing 
some preferences on the agent’s beliefs. It turns out 
that, by placing certain conditions on this function, 
the class of AGM operators can be fully characterized 
by means of a representation theorem (Alchourron, 
Gardenfors, & Makinson 1985), a theorem that legiti- 
mates the identification of the AGM approach with the 
coherence theory. 
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The foundat ions theory 
Foundational approaches, as said, postulate a distinc- 
tion between “basic” or self-justifying beliefs and other 
beliefs, which should be ultimately justified in terms of 
the former. As an example, suppose we initially believe 
that some particular animal is a mammal and that ev- 
ery mammal has lungs; then we will also believe that 
the animal has lungs. We can represent these beliefs 
with the database {m,m > 1’1). If we are now told 
that the animal is not a mammal after all, we need to 
revise our beliefs with lm. Many coherence revision 
operators, such as e.g. the one proposed by (Dalal 
1988), would yield a revised database equivalent to 
lrn A I; i.e. we would retain the belief that the animal 
has lungs, even if we no longer have any reason to be- 
lieve it. But, one could argue, this would only be war- 
ranted if this belief did not “depend” on the belief that 
it is a mammal (say, we have independently observed 
that it has lungs). Coherence approaches appear prima 
facie ill-suited to make this kind of distinction; in a 
foundational approach, in contrast, the first case would 
correspond to treating {m, m > Z> as the set of self- 
justifying beliefs, and the second case to treating {m, Z} 
as basic beliefs. Assuming that we want to preserve as 
many basic beliefs as possible, a typical foundational 
approach would revise each database differently, yield- 
ing respectively {m > 1, lm} and {lm, Z} as revised 
databases. We thus capture the distinction between 
having an independent reason for believing that the 
animal has lungs and not having it, even though the 
notion of “reasons for belief” plays no explicit formal 
role. 

One straightforward way to capture this distinction 
between basic and non-basic beliefs is to base it on 
the proof-theoretic notion of derivability. Given a fi- 
nite axiomatization of a theory, we can take the axioms 
to be the basic beliefs; any other beliefs about the do- 
main should be justified, i.e. derivable from the axioms 
in the underlying logic. This is the intuition behind 
syntax-based approaches to revision, the main repre- 
sentatives, in our view, of the foundational theory - 
see e.g. (Fagin, Ullman, & Vardi 1983; Makinson 1985; 
Ginsberg 1986; Nebel 1989; Benferhat et al. 1993). 

Thus, if the finite set of sentences Xl! axiomatizes the 
agent’s beliefs, and we take this set to be identical with 
the set of basic beliefs, syntax-based revision can be 
defined by Cn(q o CL) = nrE,r,,YPCn(I’ u {p}), where 
J-=4) when d=>, and is otherwise based on some pre- 
order 5 over subsets of 8, or more generally over finite 
subsets of L, that extends set containment. 

Though the syntax-based approach appears to cap- 
ture some of the intuitions behind the foundational 
approach, it also has a serious drawback, namely, the 
result of revision becomes extremely dependent on the 
syntactic form of the database. Even apparently mean- 
ingless distinctions such as that between {a, b} and 
{a A b} have an effect in revision. This has two highly 
undesirable consequences. First, it forces the user 

to write down the database so as to reflect the dis- 
tinction between basic and derived beliefs, relegating 
any other concerns such as conciseness, understand- 
ability, or suitability for efficient inference, which are 
equally important in choosing the “right” axiomatiza- 
tion. Second, even assuming that the user is willing 
to write down the axioms with such an exclusive con- 
cern for proper revision behavior, any further modifi- 
cation of the database, such as caching the results of 
inferences and storing them back with the database, 
or applying equivalence-preserving transformations to 
the database for optimization purposesyl will also af- 
fect the results of revision. 

This is clearly unsatisfactory. What is needed is the 
ability to separate the specification of the basic be- 
liefs from the axiomatization of the database. For this 
reason, we will depart slightly from traditional presen- 
tations of syntax-based approaches, by introducing a 
basic beliefs function C : ,C -+ P(L) that maps any 
formula $J into an associated set of basic beliefs C(q) 
(also written C+ for brevity). We require C to satisfy: 

1. C(G) = C(p) whenever I- $J z cp. 
2. Cn(E(+)) = Cn($). 

3. C(+) is finite. 
efinition 2 A foundations revision operator is an 

operator 0 defined by 

where C is a basic beliefs function, and ./. is as defined 
above, in terms of some preorder 5 that extends set 
containment. Furthermore, a foundations operator is: 

o a total preorder operator i# 5 is a total preorder; 
a basic foundations operator ifl v=J, i.e. 5=>; 
a TO foundations operator iff it is basic and C$ = 
(Q...Y un), for some 72, where oi+l E Cn(ai) for 
l.<i<n. 

As we will see later, the class of foundations op- 
erators and the class of basic foundations operators 
are identical. TO operators are included because they 
can capture the class of AGM coherence operators. If 
we ignore questions of non-deterministic revision (on 
which more below), the class of TO operators is iden- 
tical to the total preorder class. It is also equivalent 
to the total preorder operator that Nebel (1991) calls 
“unambiguous prioritized revision.” 

The use of a basic beliefs function is analogous to the 
use of a preference preorder on models in coherence op- 
erators as per theorem 1, i.e. is a device for specifying 
a belief revision policy. Note that we do introduce a 
principle of syntax independence in the definition of 
this function, and thus of foundations operators. In 

‘This includes e.g. transformation to CNF. Note also 
that syntax-dependence does not go away by restricting 
the syntactic form of the database, e.g. clausal, Horn, etc. 
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our view, arguments for syntax-dependence boil down 
to the practical convenience of using the database ax- 
iomatization as a device for specifying a foundational 
revision policy, that is, the set of basic beliefs. This 
convenience is unaffected by our reformulation, since 
in practice one is given a single initial database; we 
can take its axioms-as basic beliefs, and stipulate that 
any equivalent database has the same associated ba- 
sic beliefs as the ones given. Computationally, there- 
fore, we can proceed exactly as in the syntax-based 
approach, since the proof theoretic approach character- 
istic of syntax-based revision is preserved (with basic 
beliefs replacing the axioms) .2 

As for the second condition on C, the requirement 
that all basic beliefs are believed (that Cn&) C: 
C%(q)) is obvious. To see that the converse inclu- 
sion is also needed, note that Cn($ o true) = Cn(E+), 
and thus if Cn(C+) c &z(Q) some beliefs would be 
lost when revising with a tautology. The third require- 
ment, in conjunction with the second, entails that C+ 
provides a finite axiomatization of +. 

This concludes the presentation of the formal model 
of foundational belief revision that we use. As said, 
both Gardenfors and Doyle take the JTMS (justifica- 
tion based truth maintenance system, (Doyle 1979)) 
as the paradigm of foundational revision. Why do we 
choose a different model? We have argued, follow- 
ing (Nebel 1991)’ that the distinction between basic 
and non-basic beliefs is the only essential aspect of the 
foundations theory, without any need for an explicit 
concept of justification. In our view, the role of a TMS 
(not just a JTMS) in the context of belief revision is 
simply to allow us to easily detect whether the new for- 
mula contradicts previous beliefs and to trace back the 
basic beliefs underlying this contradiction, by caching 
inferences as well as the reasons for beliefs. Thus, from 
the point of view of revision the role of a TMS is simply 
to facilitate the computation of C 4 1~ (see (Benferhat 
et al. 1993) for a detailed treatment of this topic). 

The specific choice of a JTMS as the paradigm of 
foundational revision presents two additional prob- 
lems. First, inference with the JTMS is equivalent 
to inference in general logic programs, with the se- 
mantics of autoepistemic or default logic (Pimentel 
& Rodi 1991; Elkan 1990; Reinfrank, Dressler, & 
Brewka 1989); while the problem of revision is well 
defined for any logic, we see no reason to take revi- 
sion in a non-classical logic as a paradigm of foun- 
dational revision. Second, all the revision proce- 
dures proposed for the JTMS (Doyle 1979; Elkan 1990; 
Pimentel & Rodi 1991) share a fundamental limitation, 
which in our view makes them inadequate as general 
models of revision. Namely, when a contradiction is de- 

2A potential problem arises for iterated revisions, if the 
agent ends up having the same beliefs at a later time, but 
for different reasons (different basic beliefs). This is easily 
solved by time indexing C, allowing the basic beliefs to vary 
with time. See (de1 Val & Shoham 1994). 

tected, revision has to be performed by retracting liter- 
als (nodes) that appear as non monotonic antecedents 
in JTMS’s justifications; but when this is not possible 
the system will remain in an inconsistent state. 

The equivalence of both approaches 
In this section we show that the coherence and founda- 
tional approaches are equivalent. The first direction, 
from foundational to coherence operators, is easy, and 
can be found in a less general form in the literature. 

Theorem 2 For any foundations revision operator OF 
there exists a coherence revision operator 0~ such that 
JJod(ll, OF cl) = M’od($ oc CL). 

Theorem 3 For any total preorder or TO founda- 
tions revision operator OF there exists an AGM co- 
herence revision operator oc such that MO&(+ OF p) = 
MOW oc P-I>. 

These two theorems capture a much wider family 
of syntax-based operators satisfying the respective set 
of postulates than those considered by Nebel (1989; 
1991). For example, he introduces “prioritized revi- 
sion,” in which the formulas of the database are par- 
titioned into a set of totally ordered “priority strata,” 
defining a lexicographic “prioritized” ordering on sub- 
sets of the database, and shows that it satisfies postu- 
lates (Rl)-(R5). It is easy to see however from theo- 
rem 2 that if the ordering on the strata is allowed to be 
partial (in the style of (Grosof 1991)) these postulates 
are still satisfied, together with (R7) and (R8). Simi- 
larly, Nebel introduces “unambiguous prioritized revi- 
sion,” in which each strata is a singleton, showing that 
it satisfies the AGM postulates. It is a consequence 
of theorem 3, for example, that the operators intro- 
duced in (Ginsberg 1986) based on “modular orders” 
also satisfy these postulates, since modular orders can 
be easily mapped into total preorders. Our charac- 
terizations can also accommodate a variety of “voting 
schemes,” as suggested in (Doyle 1991)’ as well as all 
the operators proposed in (Benferhat et al. 1993). 

The most novel contribution of this paper is however 
given by the converses of the previous two theorems: 

Theorem 4 For any coherence revision operator oc 
there exists a basic foundations revision operator 
OF such that for every 1c, and ~1, Mod($ oc ,Q) = 
Mod(+ OF Pu>- 

Theorem 5 For any AGM coherence revision opera- 
tor oc there exists a basic foundations revision oper- 
ator OF satisfying the TO condition and such that for 
every I,!J and p, Mod($ 0~ p) = Mod($ OF cl). 

It follows that, at least for finitary propositional lan- 
guages, there is no choice to be made between the co- 
herence and foundations theory of belief revision: they 
are mathematically equivalent. Theorems 2 and 3 show 
that any foundations revision operator can be seen as a 
coherence operator, in essence exploiting the fact that 
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coherence operators allow for using preferences over be- 
liefs in determining the revised database. Theorems 4 
and 5, in turn, show that it is always possible to choose 
the set of basic beliefs so as to encode any coherence 
revision operator as a foundational operator.3 

Note also that by theorem 2, any foundations opera- 
tor satisfies (Rl)-(R5) and (R7) and (R8), and that by 
theorem 4, any operator satisfying these postulates can 
be defined by means of a b&c foundations operator. 
It follows that the two classes of foundations operator 
are identical. Similarly, the classes of TO and total 
preorder foundations operators are identical. 

We omit proofs for lack of space. The easiest way to 
explain the connection between AGM and TO opera- 
tors is probably to note that the set of sets of models 
{ AJod(ai) , . . . , Mod(on>) forms an “embedded system 
of spheres,” in the sense of Grove’s (1988) represen- 
tation theorem for AGM revision. Establishing the 
connection for non-AGM coherence operators (that is, 
operators based on a partial preorder on models) re- 
quires more work, based on a similar construction. The 
payoff for this additional work will be apparent in the 
next section. The results can be extended to the infini- 
tary case as long as we can assume that the equivalence 
classes derivable from the preorders defining coherence 
operators are finitely axiomatizable. 

We end this section by noting the following fact: 
Theorem 6 Let o be a foundational operator, and 
suppose C+ J. lp is a 
Then o satisfies (RS). 

singleton for every 1c, and p. 

The practical utility of having C$ J. 1,~ be a single- 
ton was already noted in (Nebel 1989), and it becomes 
clearer when we consider the non-deterministic syntax- 
based approach advocated in (Fagin et al. 1986)) 
see also (Doyle 1991). In this approach, each ele- 
ment of Xl! J- -p, where XV is a finite sets of formulas, 
is taken to generate an alternative revised database; 
Q 0 p is taken to be a set of databases, namely the set 
v u bu) I r E q -l- T-47 each element of which repre- 
sents a possible way in which the agent may choose to 
revise its beliefs. If-we take a similar non-deterministic 
approach in the definition of foundational operators, 
therefore, a singleton C+ J. 1,~ coincides with the no- 
tion of deterministic foundational revision. The con- 
nection established by theorem 6 between the latter 
and postulate (R6) is interesting because it is this pos- 
tulate that distinguishes the AGM operators from the 
more general class of coherence operators. Note that, 
by theorems 2 and 6, deterministic foundational revi- 
sion satisfies the AGM postulates, and thus, by theo- 
rem 5, it can be captured with a TO foundations op- 
erator. And since TO operators are easily seen to be 

3Had we kept the syntax-based definition of founda- 
tional revision, only theorems 2 and 3 would have to be 
marginally weakened, since syntax-based operators satisfy 
only a weaker form of (R4). Theorems 4 and 5 would re- 
main unaffected, as choosing a set of basic beliefs is the 
same as choosing an axiomatization. 

deterministic in the sense of theorem 6, it follows that 
the TO condition (equivalently, unambiguous priori- 
tized revision) completely characterizes deterministic 
foundational operators.4 

Some implications for non-monotonic 
reasoning 

It is well known (Ggrdenfors 1991; Katsuno & Satoh 
1991; Arlo-Costa & Shapiro 1992) that there is a close 
connection between belief revision and certain frame- 
works for non-monotonic reasoning. The natural cor- 
relate of coherence revision operators is the preferen- 
tial logic of (Shoham 1987), while the natural corre- 
late of foundational revision operators is Poole’s (1988) 
system of default reasoning. As we now show, it is 
an easy consequence of our results that both non- 
monotonic frameworks are equally expressive, in the 
sense that they can capture exactly the same set of 
non-monotonic consequence relations. 

Recall that a (propositional) preferential conse- 
quence relation is a relation I--< defined by p I-< t9 
iff Min(Mod(p), 5) C Mod(B), where 5 is a (possibly 
total) preorder over the set W of interpretations of the 
propositional language L. It is easy to see from theo- 
rem 1 that 
preferential 

a coherence 
relation I- < - 

revision operator 0 induces a 
for every formula $J, satisfying 

p l-5 8 iff 8 E Cn($ 0 p). (1) 
(Set L=$, in l-5, where <$ is the preorder associ- - - 
ated to $J by the operator 0.) And conversely, given a 
preferential relation l- 5, there exists a formula $J and 
a coherence revision operator o satisfying expression 1 
(choose $J so that Mod(+) = Min(W, L), and choose 
o so that I$=_<). 

Similarly, there is a very close connection between 
Poole’s “default theories” and foundational belief re- 
vision. Recall that a default theory in the sense of 
Poole is a pair (D,F), where D,F Cfi, L are, re- 
spectively, a set of “defaults” and a consistent set of 
“facts.” The (cautious) non-monotonic consequence 
relation defined by Poole, written I-, is defined by 
(D,F)k 8 iff 8 E &,,,,A F Cn(I” U F), or, equiva- 
lently, as shown in (Nebel 1989)) iff 13 E Cn( D 0s A F), 
where OS is the basic syntax based revision operator. 

This is then an easy consequence of our results: 
Theorem 7 For any preferential consequence relation 
l-5 there exists D C_,i, L such that for every p, 6’ E 
,!I, ,Y i-5 8 iff (D, (~U>>IN 8. And conversely, for any 
D Cfi, ,!Z there exists a preferential relation I-< such 
that for any F &fin C, 8 E -C, A F l-5 8 iff (D, F)k 8. 

4To verify the eq uivalence of TO and unambiguous pri- 
oritized revision, note: any arbitrary unambiguous prior- 
itized ordering can be imposed on the set of basic beliefs 
of a TO operator without affecting the result of revision; 
conversely, because unambiguous prioritized revision is de- 
terministic, it can be captured by a TO operator. 
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Note that this theorem has as a special case “ratio- 
nal” consequence relations, preferential relations I--< in 
which 5 is a total preorder. Note also that the “pre- 
ferred subtheories” framework proposed in (Brewka 
1989) does not extend the expressivity of Poole’s 
framework, as it can be mapped in the same way to 
a preferential consequence relation that, by the previ- 
ous theorem, can be captured in Poole’s framework. 

Discussion 
We have shown that the coherence and foundational 
theories of belief revision are mathematically equiva- 
lent. More precisely, for a finitary propositional lan- 
guage, the family of coherence revision operators de- 
fined in the text, which include the AGM operators, 
and a slightly modified version of syntax-based revi- 
sion , are equivalent. This modification of the latter 
is formally trivial, but in our view is well-motivated 
by some drawbacks of the syntax-based approach, and 
captures the essence of the foundational theory better 
than the latter. We have also shown that preferen- 
tial logic and Poole’s default theories are expressively 
equivalent, in the sense that they can capture exactly 
the same non monotonic consequence relations. 

In (de1 Val & Shoham 1994)) we encode belief re- 
vision in a situation calculus enriched with epistemic 
operators and with a knowledge-gathering action for 
learning new information. In this framework, which 
inspired most of the results of this paper, update and 
revision can be jointly captured in a way that makes 
the temporal evolution of the agent’s beliefs explicit, 
and both styles of revision, as well as the associated 
forms of non-monotonic reasoning, can be captured, 
all within a circumscriptive framework for reasoning 
about action. 
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